
Introduction
When the radical William Cobbett described London as

‘The Great Wen’ in the 1820s, never in his worst urban

nightmares could he have predicted the growth of the

capital by the end of the nineteenth century. Indeed, his

death in 1835 came just before the opening of Euston train

station in 1837, and therefore he never witnessed the

scramble for London in terms of the railway craze both

over and underground, and the destruction (only loosely

regulated) that the building of the railway caused. It was

not until 1882 that The Ancient Monuments Protection Act
was instigated but this initially was only to protect places

such as Stonehenge and not buildings. This growth of

London can easily be viewed by overview maps in books

such as London: A Life in Maps (Whitfield, 2008). From

the anonymous Elizabethan maps of the capital through

John Rocque’s 1746 map of London to John Cary’s

various publications in the late Georgian era, the

insurmountable spread of the city is clearly visible. 

Although these maps are a fascinating record of

London during its never ending growth and regeneration,

their lack of detail can be intriguing. Research into the

areas that appear to be only vaguely inhabited on a map

can reveal microcosms of London society that the

authorities wished to eradicate. Although maps can only

portray one aspect of London’s ‘improvements’, this paper

aims to highlight how, through an understanding of why

and where details were omitted or obscured, it can be

clearly seen that certain areas of the Metropolis were

deliberately targeted for eradication regardless of the

communities that lived there.

Transportation and the Growth of London
Mapping
Whilst the advent of the railway can be viewed as the

catalyst for commercial mapping of the city, London,

being at the forefront of such publications, the railways

were not wholly responsible for the rise in publications

and sales of maps. Prior to the steam-age, transport was

slowly making technological advances with horse-drawn

carriages becoming more varied, more comfortable and

more importantly economic. This in turn allowed the new

suburbs of London to become more accessible from the

City of London making them, if you had the income, more

desirable places to dwell than ever increasing cramped

conditions of the City of London and its immediate

environs. Paradoxically, it was this mini-emigration that

caused certain areas of London to become inhabited by

those who simply had no other option – the vacuum that

the wealthy had left behind being filled by those far less

fortunate and far less mobile. For those who could not

afford to stable their own horses, their commute was either

by Hackney carriage, cabriolet (cab) or on foot until the

arrival of the omnibus in 1829. The fierce omnibus

competition and the increase in Hackney carriages and

cabs due to deregulation of licences led to a huge increase

in transport upon the narrow roads of London and the

natural congestion that ensued. This increase in transport

options where there was no true regulation on prices,

allowed the operators to fleece unwitting passengers. Yet

despite the negatives of such travel one operator, the

General, by 1859 was carrying 39 million passengers

(Bagwell and Lyth, 2002); a perfect market place for

pocket-sized concise maps.

Commercial map-makers were naturally not slow to

realize that the new visitors, or even those that resided in
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London, required maps to enable themselves to navigate

the ever-expanding metropolis and to avoid ‘being taken

the long way round’ by unscrupulous cab drivers. It would

have perhaps been beneficial for the cab drivers

themselves to have invested in such maps, as questions

regarding the inability of cab drivers to navigate their way

through London were raised in the House of Commons in

1866 due their being strangers to the city (Hansard, 1866).

The new general maps made an excellent accompaniment

to the wealth of guide books that were being printed at the

time. However, general directories such as Kent’s (1823)

Original London Directory were all very well, but as they

simply listed the addresses of businesses, etc., they worked

on the assumption that the reader knew London intimately

well and was not at the mercy of the cab drivers. The

benefits of the combination of guide book and map were

all too clearly seen, especially when the weight of

Georgian and Victorian books are considered. Black’s and

Baedekers were just two of the wealth of guides that were

to assist the unwary visitor to London with some being

more explicit about which areas that should be avoided but

not all. Yet with this new combination book and its need

for portability came the exclusion of details; small scale

maps offering only the basic street layout, those being the

most ‘desirable’ routes. This was at the exclusion of less

salubrious routes and areas with the public becoming less

aware of the back streets and courts thanks to their

increased geographical knowledge, courtesy of the maps.

The rapid growth of London illustrated how little

legislation there was in place to prevent the developers

turning the villages and towns that surrounded the city into

suburbs and it is understandable how the commercial maps

were difficult to keep up to date. This does lead to certain

difficulties when researching the urban past. There is the

argument that it is of little purpose to accurately and

faithfully map the past; it is indeed a virtually thankless

and nigh-on impossible task, yet to rely solely upon

published maps is to give the past only half a picture with

the likely possibility of excluding useful information. One

obstacle that stands in the way of research into certain

urban areas is the inaccuracy of maps. Along with the

differing scales of maps come differing details and

accuracy. Naturally, there were (and still are) limitations to

the amount of detail that could be illustrated upon a map

and this ultimately depends upon the requirements of those

who commissioned the maps. For instance, Richard

Horwood produced what is regarded as the most detailed

of Georgian maps (Figure 1) and one of his sponsors was

the Phoenix Fire Office. The sponsorship of an insurance

company meant that Horwood’s promise that his map was

‘shewing every house’ allowed a certain degree of

protection to the company against bogus insurance claims
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Figure 1 Detail from Richard Horwood’s 1799 map of London showing the area that was to become known as the Devil’s

Acre (courtesy and copyright Motco Ltd)
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– if the building was not on Horwood’s map it could not

exist. As a research tool, the map is of great use, yet it has

to be acknowledged that the map omits a fair amount of

detail. An example of this is the fact that indexed for the

map are 31 ‘New Courts’ yet in Lockie’s (1810)

Topography of London, John Lockie, who worked full time

for the Phoenix Fire Office, lists 51 ‘New Courts’. Whilst

this was during the era of the great Regency building boom

with Prince Regent and John Nash at the helm, it seems

doubtful that 20 New Courts were built in the space of ten

years. In Horwood’s defence though, some of the

omissions were in areas that were notorious for their

criminal elements; areas that were to remain unmapped.

These were known as the Rookeries of London.

The Rookeries
The term ‘Rookery’ pre-dates that of ‘slum’ by several

years, yet by the end of the nineteenth century, it was

‘slum’ that was most prevalent in describing areas of

insalubrious London. ‘Rookery’ itself is certainly

ambiguous in its meaning and can range from ‘an ill

furnished house’ (Anon., 1848) to ‘a low neighbourhood

inhabited by dirty Irish and thieves – as St. Giles Rookery’

(Hotten, 1860), and a multitude in between. One of the

most referenced books when initially researching the

Rookeries is the second edition of Reverend Thomas

Beames’ (1852) The Rookeries of London. Within, he

describes six main Rookeries: St. Giles, Saffron Hill,

Jacob’s Island, Ratcliffe Highway, Berwick Street District

of St. James, and Pye Street of Westminster. There were

plenty of other areas however that perfectly fit the

description of a ‘Rookery’, although Beames had named

the most notorious and most publicized. What links them

all and sets them apart from the increasing number of

‘slums’ is the criminal element that was contained within

each distinct area – each had defined boundaries – and

each had their own speciality in crime. For instance, Pye

Street was infamous for coin counterfeiting (alongside
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Figure 2 The ‘Holy Land’ from Horwood’s 1799 Map of London (courtesy and copyright Motco Ltd)
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other crimes) and after the intrepid social reformer Mrs

Adeline Cooper ‘took over’ the One Tun public house in

Old Pye Street in order to set up a ragged school, the

counterfeiters’ tools and counterfeit money were

discovered behind a false wall during the pub’s renovation

(Pratt, 1907). St. Giles was infamous for its thieving – it

was certainly well-placed for the shoppers of Oxford

Street and the wealthy visiting the British Museum – and

Saffron Hill was known for being the place to offload any

ill-gotten gains, especially handkerchiefs. It was here, or

Field Lane to be more precise, where Charles Dickens had

placed the haunt of his imaginary Fagin and his gang. 

The St. Giles Rookery, as it was the most infamous,

has the most literature available regarding it and therefore

has been researched the most. It was additionally known as

‘Little Dublin’ or more commonly ‘The Holy Land’ due

the large Irish presence there (Figure 2). It is believed that

as early as 1780 the vast majority of the 20,000 Irish that

lived in London did so in the St. Giles Parish, attracted by

the generous poor relief offered there (Woodford, 2000).

With the numerous labels that were attached to St. Giles,

Pye Street was also to receive a lasting moniker at the

hands of Charles Dickens, which was the Devil’s Acre.

This was quite emotive, especially with this particular

Rookery standing within the shadows of Westminster

Palace, and on, or surrounded by, land owned by the

church. Yet this was the traditional placing for such areas,

close enough to a church to claim sanctuary and protection

from the law and for long enough (forty days) to enable

plans for the person to escape the country (Ackroyd,

2001). Although protection through sanctuary was

abolished in 1623 by King James I, the areas continued to

attract those on the wrong side of the law.

The Rookeries and Maps
So as notorious as the Rookeries were, it is of little wonder

that some of the areas went wholly unmapped, and the

bravery of those like Horwood and his aides that did

venture into such places becomes all the more astounding.

Cartographers were not alone in the difficulties of access,

however. Prior to Adeline Cooper’s valiant efforts at

reforming the inhabitants, if not the area, it was reported

that 40 constables (pre-Metropolitan Police Force, being

founded in 1829) who entered Old Pye Street in order to

apprehend a thief marched a hasty retreat due to the

‘determined attitude of the local residents’ (Pratt, 1907).

Such tales were not uncommon. Even those that were

intrepid, foolish or brave enough to venture inside the
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Figure 3 Western section of the Proposed new street from Oxford Street to Holborn plan submitted by Thomas Chawner and

James Pennethorne, June 1840. This was to become New Oxford Street. (House of Commons Papers Online)
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Rookeries faced booby traps of the most unpleasant

nature. With the spread of transportation and the new

suburbs growing at an unprecedented rate, leaving grand

facades that hit a labyrinth of rooms and ‘buildings’ that

had been constructed not only for livestock, but for human

habitation; some rentable, some not. If the structure did not

show on a map did it truly exist in rentable terms? During

the building of New Oxford Street, which dissected the

‘Holy Land’, it partially opened to view its interior. It was

likened to a ‘honeycomb, perforated by a number of courts

and blind alleys, culs de sacs, without any outlet other than

the entrance’ (Beames, 1852). Consequentially, the

buildings deteriorated beyond places that could be deemed

inhabitable. One paradoxical problem was that of

sewerage and its disposal. If the building had been lucky

enough in its previous life to have a cess pit, this was often

covered over by unscrupulous landlords in order to avoid

‘excess’ expenditure of having them emptied (Anthony,

2011). It was these cesspits that were booby trapped and

the inhabitants would know the location of them – surely

by smell alone. With no illumination, even during daylight

hours, they would traverse them by way of a plank and

then remove it in order to deter any pursuit with rooms

being interconnected. In the face of all adversity, the

inhabitants had adapted to their surroundings making them

suit their own spatial requirements.

This lack of sanitation and the coinciding outbreaks

of disease was to be one of the motivating factors behind a

new, yet more austere phase in the subsequent

‘improvements’. Whilst great strides were being taken in

terms of medical advancement, the overriding belief still

was that disease was created and spread by ‘miasma’. This

was basically ‘bad air’ and it is easy to see how and why

this concept was difficult to overcome; the more noxious

the area, the more disease ridden it was, especially as this

was the period of cholera outbreaks. Naturally this made

certain areas of London – those that basically smelt worse

than others due to the high concentration of people – far

more susceptible to redevelopment than others, in short,

the Rookeries. However, after the excesses of the Regency

period and the grand designs of the Prince Regent and his

faithful architect John Nash, there was little surplus capital

left to invest in new developments. The majority of the

Georgian ‘improvements’ were overseen and paid for by

the Crown under the guise of the Commissioners of Woods
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Figure 4 Detail from Geographers’ 4 Sheet Map of Greater London showing New Oxford Street linking Oxford Street and

High Holborn (author’s collection)
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and Forests (Owen, 1984). In turn, this meant that any

subsequent development, however greatly needed, was the

subject of great competition; those that could justify their

schemes as being more than mere new ‘lines of

communication’ then the better. As the railways were not

allowed to penetrate central London with their termini, if a

new road could help eliminate a Rookery then the scheme

had more of a chance of being sanctioned. As the costs of

building Regent Street had spiralled out of control – the

largest expense being payments for compulsory purchase –

any new developments would require not only the

cheapest land but also inhabitants that had no recourse to

the legal system that the professionals of the Regent Street

displaced had enjoyed (Flinn, 2012).

This was an area where the maps that were produced

to favour their schemes ‘overlooked’ the realities of the

contested areas. Other than having negative connotations

placed upon them and being labelled as those of the lowest

orders, the residents were not mentioned at the

Metropolitan Improvement Commissions. When Mr J.H.

Taylor of the Westminster Improvement Company gave

evidence in front of the Select Committee on Metropolis

Improvements, he stated that he had no idea how many

people would be dispossessed by the plans and only an

approximate idea of the number of buildings that would be

demolished. He was clear, however, that the houses of Pye

Street and Duck Lane were of the ‘lowest description’

(Second report from Select Committee on Metropolis

Improvements; with the minutes of evidence, appendix,

index, and plans, 1837–38), and evidently not worth

detailing. The maps and plans that were submitted to the

committees (e.g. Figure 3) were seemingly designed to

confuse. Although most maps show the traditional view of

London with the Thames meandering across the map

towards with the North being the top, these maps, in terms

of the legend and street names, were basically upside-

down and difficult to mentally navigate even for those

familiar with the areas in question, which most of those

sitting on the committees were not. 

Geographically, although New Oxford Street is a

natural continuation of Oxford Street leading to High

Holborn (see Figure 4), prior to its creation those travelling

– now commuting – from the new West End to the City

faced severe congestion as traffic had to navigate through

St. Giles High Street. Many schemes were proposed, not

least of all those suggesting that the whole area should be

flattened and redeveloped. Architect Sydney Smirke

suggested that some of the facades should be left yet the

remainder of the Rookery should be demolished to make

way for open spaces, a military depot, and a market with

the Meux brewery and other large businesses being

untouched (Smirke, 1834). It is additionally worth noting

that the breweries seemed to be exempt from planning and

that the Church still had the power to alter the course of a

planned road, especially when the Archbishop of

Canterbury stood to lose money from the property he was

renting in Lambeth. It was diverted through the property of

‘a very inferior class’ (Second report from Select

Committee on Metropolis Improvements; with the minutes

of evidence, appendix, index, and plans, 1837–38).

Although New Oxford Street may have been a

success in terms of alleviating congestion, as a commercial

venture it was a failure and caused chronic overcrowding

(Halsall, 2012). The maps of the area could not and do not

convey the unseen inhumane overcrowding that the new

road caused when it was opened it 1847. In 1841, several

years before work on New Oxford Street started, the

Census of that year shows that 17 people were residing at

21 Church Lane, St. Giles. Ten years later the 1851 Census

shows that the number of occupants of the same address

had risen to a horrifying 140, with the likelihood that it had

been structurally extended, being immensely remote. All

the available maps show is the street or a best a regular

formed building. Although facts and figures can be twisted

to suit either side of an argument and that the true numbers

of those made homeless by the wave of new roads and

railways being built can never be known, it is perhaps

worth reflecting upon some statistics available. Member of

Parliament and historian Tristram Hunt (2014) puts the

number of evictions at 120,000 for the building of the

railways and termini alone between 1840 and 1900, with

37,000 being evicted between 1859 and 1867. Stephen

Inwood (1998) puts the figure of depopulation between

1861 and 1911 in Finsbury, Holborn, Westminster and St.

Marylebone at 230,000. What these areas had in common

was cheap land that lacked any specific detail on a map.

Further west in the Devil’s Acre the story was

remarkably similar. In this Rookery, if the overcrowding

was not quite as horrendous as in St. Giles, the number of

trades that were represented their by the inhabitants is

worth noting. Although some of the buildings were

infamous lodging houses – ‘thieves kitchens’ – others were

occupied by only a few families who tried to eke out a

living by whatever seemingly legal means. The 1841

Census shows that in Old Pye Street and Duck Lane the

occupants employed at least 60 different trades, ranging

from labourers and hairdressers through to musicians and

theatrical performers. Naturally, there is a very high

chance that those women who noted their occupation as

‘independent’ were prostitutes. No map available seems to

be able to portray this human side of the city. Whilst no

map conveys the overcrowding of areas, none, certainly of

the period, can illustrate the diversity of trades that were

deemed disposable. The now iconic poverty maps of

Charles Booth only graphically illustrate the difference in

areas between the ‘Upper-middle and Upper classes.
Wealthy’ (Yellow) and the ‘Lowest class, Viscious, semi-
criminal’ (Black), with the latter being visually marked as

places in need of removal ‘by application of the state

pruning knife’ (Anon., 1861) and cannot convey the fact

that the inhabitants had little or no choice to dwell in such

places. Indeed, David Green (1986) through a thorough

study of rent books was able to map the lack of mobility of

four individuals.  

That the figures of eviction are due to the

redevelopment or ‘improvements’ they are all the more
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eye-opening when, for most of the period, there was no

centralized government for London. Something that was

vehemently objected by those who stood to gain, and did

gain, the most from the laissez-faire attitude of the

government. This lack of centralization meant that there

were serious difficulties in instigating any plans for new

roads that were finally sanctioned. With at least 250 local

acts applying to London, these were administered by 300

different bodies and overseen by approximately 10,500

commissioners. Whilst the late historian Eric Hobsbawn

may have considered this period as the Ages of

Revolution, Capital and Empire it can also be viewed as

the Age of the Commissioner and on reflection it is

remarkable, detailed maps or not, how much building

work or ‘improvements’ actually took place in London

during the nineteenth century.

Conclusion
Although it is undeniable that there had to be remedies to

the increasing insanitary problems that faced London

during the nineteenth century, the fact that the urban

planning was at best mercenary cannot be overlooked.

Prior to the once clean villages on the outskirts of London

being consumed by the capital, the contemporary maps do

show that there were easily accessible areas that could

have been developed to provide not only houses, but areas

of work for those that were to become trapped and

immobile within London. Yet, the map had the power to

irrevocably alter the lives of thousands of people whose

dwellings did not feature on the plans of the developers.

For the developer, the map’s natural limitations were used

to their advantage in terms of having their schemes

sanctioned. This allowed the most vulnerable members of

society to be excluded, forgotten and then removed with

very little protest by the general public. Whilst, as stated, it

is highly unlikely that the Rookeries could ever be

accurately mapped, by studying what the maps omitted

allows for a more accurate picture to be drawn of

communities that, for the most part, have been forgotten. 
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